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Kirby Corp. Wins $17M In Houston Oil Spill Bench Trial
By Katie Buehler

Law360 (July 8, 2021, 7:51 PM EDT) -- A Texas federal judge Thursday awarded a Houston-based
Kirby Corp. tank barge and towing vessel operator unit more than $17 million for damages related to
a 2019 collision that resulted in an oil spill and spawned multiple third-party environmental claims.

 
U.S. District Judge Jeffrey Vincent Brown found Panama-based FPG Shipholding Panama 47 SA and
its affiliates related to a liquified gas carrier ship called the Genesis River 100% responsible under the
Oil Production Act for a collision between the Genesis River and Kirby Inland Marine LP's Voyager
tugboat and two tank barges that occurred in May 2019 in the Houston Ship Channel.

 
In an opinion and findings of fact filed Thursday, Judge Brown ordered FPG Shipholding to pay Kirby
roughly $7.9 million for damages caused to its two tank barges and roughly $9.4 million for oil spill
responses, according to court documents.

 
The judge said evidence and argument presented at a bench trial supported his findings that Kirby
Inland wasn't liable for the crash, a defense under the Oil Production Act that frees the company
from paying for the oil spill cleanup, according to court documents.

 
Judge Brown found the May 2019 collision was caused by the captains of Genesis River violating
three inland navigation rules, including traveling at a high speed, operating without radar equipment
and failing to maintain a safe position in the ship channel when passing another vessel.

 
According to court documents, the collision happened when the captains lost control of the Genesis
River, which was using the channel to exit Galveston Bay, and ran into the two barges Kirby Inland's
Voyager tugboat was pushing into the bay.

 
Judge Brown found the captains of Genesis River hadn't been informed at the beginning of their shift
that the boat shouldn't travel at speeds faster than 6 to 8 knots — roughly between 6 to 9 miles per
hour — and had called for the boat to travel at 12 knots, or 13 miles per hour, at the time of the
collision.

 
The boat was also hard to steer, another piece of information not delivered to the captains, according
to court documents.

 
When Genesis River approached Voyager and its two barges, Genesis River lost control and began
swerving in the channel. Voyager moved to the opposite side of the channel to avoid Genesis River,
but Genesis River ended up swerving back to its original position and crashing into the two barges
pushed by Voyager, according to court documents.

 
One of the barges capsized while the other, which was carrying reformate, was cut almost in half and
hemorrhaged oil.

 
"The Genesis River's excessive speed, which likely caused or at least exacerbated the various sheers
she took, led her to lose control and collide with the Voyager and her barges," Judge Brown held.
"Had the Genesis River traveled at a safe speed, she could have at least partially abated the
hydrodynamic forces she encountered, widened her margin for error and gained more time to take
evasive action."

 



Counsel for both parties didn't immediately respond to requests for comment Thursday.

Kirby Inland is represented by George T. Shipley, Amy L. Snell and Brooksie Bonvillian Boutet of
Shipley Snell Montgomery LLP and Bijan R. Siahatgar, John K. Spiller, David James and Misha
Paltiyevich of Clark Hill Strasburger.

FPG Shipholding is represented by Dimitri P. Georgantas, Eugene W. Barr and Kevin P. Walters of
Royston Rayzor Vickery & Williams LLP.

The case is Kirby Inland Marine LP v. FPG Shipholding Panama 47 SA et al., case number 3:19-cv-
00207, in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Texas.

--Editing by Stephen Berg.
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